TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #486

SECTION COR. 312

HISTORICAL: G.L.O. Pg. 55 35' 1876
ALSO SEE B.L.M. MICROFILM FOR 1962 REWITNESS

CONDITION GOOD
FOUND: 2" T.P. WITH 3" B.L.M. BRASS CAP
SEE BLM MICROFILM

NOW 22" 183' TO CENTER
12" ALDER N. 14° E. 30 LKS. G.L.O. PG. 55
F.O. ROTTEN REMAINS
12" ALDER S. 39° E. 7 LKS. G.L.O. PG. 55
NOT FOUND
12" ALDER S. 27° W. 25 LKS. G.L.O. PG. 55
F.D. STUMP HOLE
12" ALDER N. 88° W. 17 LKS. G.L.O. PG. 55
F.O. 22" STUMP 5' TALL FACE
OVERGROWN 18" FIR S. 40° E. 18 LKS. SEE BLM MICROFILM
F.O. 18" STUMP 5' TALL FACE
OVERGROWN 18" FIR S. 85° W. 67 1/2 LKS. SEE BLM MICROFILM
F.D. NOW 24" FACE OVERGROWN 16" FIR N. 52 1/2° W. 59 1/2 LKS. SEE BLM MICROFILM

COMMENTS: ALSO FOUND A 35" CEDAR 54° W. 24 1/2 FT TO CENTER NO RECORD

REWITNESS

1 SET 10" CONCRETE CYLINDER AROUND FOUND 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3"
B.L.M. BRASS CAP

* 84° 44' 8" Hat Section
NORTH
15 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:

T 35 R 9 W
53152
5101511
1962

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED IN THE NW CORNER OF A RECENT CLEARCUT.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: DAN MCNUTT
AL Dvorak

DATE: 6-6-88

PHOTO#: SEC. 15

TILLAMOOK COUNTY BUREAU

*= County corner tag affixed.